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Summary The determination of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) with
flow cytometry (FCET) is one of the most efficient tools to study the proximity re-
lationships of cell membrane components in cell populations on a cell-by-cell basis.
Because of the high amount of data and the relatively tedious calculations, this proce-
dure should be assisted by powerful data processing software. The currently available
programs are not able to fulfill this requirement. We developed a Windows-based pro-
gram to calculate fluorescence resonance energy transfer efficiency values from list
mode flow cytometry standard (FCS) files. This program displays the measured data in
standard plots by generating one- and two-parameter histograms on linear or logarith-
mic scales. A graphical gating tool allows the user to select the desired cell population
according to any combination of the parameter values. The program performs several
statistical calculations, including mean, S.D., percent of the gated data. We have im-
plemented two types of data sheet for FRET calculations to aid and guide the user
during the analysis: one with population-mean-based autofluorescence correction and
the other with spectrum-based cell-by-cell autofluorescence correction. In this paper,
we describe the gating algorithms, the file opening procedure and the rules of gating.
The structure of the program and a short description of the graphical user-interface
(GUI) are also presented in this article.
© 2004 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Characterization and identification of cell popula-
tions has always been a primary interest of cell bi-
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ologists. Traditionally, some kind of microscopy was
used to discriminate different cell types or other-
wise characterize a new cell population [1]. These
measurements however are time-consuming there-
fore the accuracy of the determined parameter is
usually limited by the low number of cells observed
and the consequently high statistical error. Fluores-
cence activated cell sorting and analysis (FACS) or
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flow cytometry is a solution for high-speed quanti-
tative analysis of cell populations on a cell-by-cell
basis. In such an instrument cells flow through a
nozzle or flow cell and are illuminated with fo-
cused laser light. For each cell, optical signals,
light-scatter and fluorescence arising from specific
labels are detected and subsequently digitized. The
central dogma of flow cytometry states that the in-
tensity of the detected optical parameter is propor-
tional to the respective cellular parameter [2,3].

The success of flow cytometry has led to its
everyday application in research and medical di-
agnosis. Several companies made this instrument
commercially available. Naturally these instru-
ments are equipped with software packages that
satisfy the needs of the general user; however, spe-
cial biological problems require unique approaches
to data collection and data analysis. One example
is the study of the spatial distribution of the cell
membrane components [4—10]. Fluorescence res-
onance energy transfer (FRET) is a spectroscopic
method to detect the distance relationship of flu-
orescently labeled molecules [11—14]. Since in
the case of many cell types autofluorescence is a
non-negligible factor, the calculation algorithm of
energy transfer efficiency becomes even more diffi-
cult. To overcome this constraint a refined method,
autofluorescence corrected fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (AFRET) was introduced [15]. The
combination of FRET or AFRET methods with flow
cytometry, the flow cytometric fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer (FCET) and autofluorescence
corrected flow cytometric fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (AFCET) methods are among the
most efficient techniques to study the proximity of
components in the cell membrane. By calculating
the efficiency of energy transfer from the measured
parameters we can determine the proximity rela-
tionships of the fluorescently labeled membrane
components. Because of the high amount of data
and the relatively time-consuming calculations,
this procedure should be assisted by powerful data
processing software. The currently available pro-
grams were not designed to fulfill this requirement.

We developed a program to calculate fluores-
cence resonance energy transfer efficiency values
–— on Windows 9x and Windows XP operating system
–— which is able to handle list mode flow cytometry
standard (FCS) files, versions 1.0 and 2.0, irre-
spectively, of data resolution or operating system.
This program generates standard plots of one- and
two-parameter histograms on linear or logarithmic
scales. A graphical gating tool–—based on a newly
developed efficient algorithm–—restricts the calcu-
lation of energy transfer values to the selected cell
population. The program performs several statisti-

cal calculations, including mean, S.D., percent of
the gated data. Histograms and dot-plots can be
saved as slideshow-ready image files.

2. Computational methods and theory

2.1. Basic theory of fluorescence resonance
energy transfer

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is
a very sensitive indicator of molecular proximities.
This is a radiationless energy transmission process,
which can occur if the excited donor and acceptor
dyes are in 1—10 nm-distance range. The transfer
process is based on dipole—dipole coupling between
the electronic systems of both molecules, which
requires the appropriate spatial orientation of the
dyes and an overlap between the emission spectrum
of the donor and the excitation spectrum of the ac-
ceptor. The rate of energy transfer is proportional
to the inverse of the six power of the separation
distance. If energy transfer occurs, the quantum
yield of the donor molecules will be smaller due
to the additional pathway for relaxation and the
fluorescence intensity of the donor molecules de-
creases. On the other hand, in the presence of the
excited donor molecules the amount of acceptor
molecules in the excited state is increased due to
energy transfer, which is called sensitized emission
[11,12,14].

2.2. Determination of FCET efficiency

Energy transfer-related signals can be measured
by detecting the acceptor emission intensity with
excitation at the donor absorption maximum wave-
length. In an ideal FRET arrangement the accep-
tor molecules cannot be excited directly at the
donor-exciting wavelength and donor emission does
not overlap with the spectral range of the detec-
tion of acceptor fluorescence. In most practical
cases the absorption and the emission spectra of
the donor and acceptor dyes are overlapping, and
emission signals cannot be separated by optical fil-
ters, so the measured signals are mixtures of donor
and acceptor emission. To determine the individual
contribution of donor and acceptor to these signals
singly labeled samples can be used. The following
three intensities should be detected from each
sample: I1(λexD, λemD), I2(λexD, λemA), I3(λexA, λemA)
where λexD, λexA are the donor and acceptor ex-
citation wavelengths, λemD, λemA are the emission
wavelengths of the donor and acceptor. From the
intensities measured with the donor labeled sample
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we can determine the S1 and S3 correction factors,

S1 = I2
I1

, S3 = I3
I1

. (1)

Cells labeled only with acceptors can be used to
determine the S2 and S4 factors,

S2 = I2
I3

, S4 = I1
I3

, (2)

The unlabeled sample is used for the background
corrections. With the knowledge of these three
parameters, the fluorescence intensities measured
from a double-labeled (transfer) cell in the three
channels are:

I1 = ID(1 − E) + IAS4 + S4
S2

IDEα,

I2 = ID(1 − E)S1 + IAS2 + IDEα,

I3 = ID(1 − E)S3 + IA + S3
S1

IDEα. (3)

The detected donor fluorescence intensity of a
double-labeled cell is smaller than it would be in
the absence of the acceptor (ID), due to energy
transfer. The I2 signal is the sum of (i) the frac-
tion of the quenched donor emission ‘‘spilling over’’
to the second detection channel, (ii) the fraction
of the directly excited acceptor emission and (iii)
the sensitized emission due to energy transfer. The
third intensity contains three additive terms, (i)
the fraction of the decreased (by energy transfer)
donor emission detected in the acceptor channel,
(ii) the directly excited acceptor fluorescence (IA)
and (iii) sensitized acceptor emission. In most prac-
tical cases the value of S4 is zero, and the combi-
nation of the three equations above leads to

C = E
1 − E

= 1
α

[
I2 − S2I3

(1 − (S3/S1)S2)I1
− S1

]
. (4)

The value of energy transfer efficiency can be
calculated as

E = C
1 + C

(5)

The α factor is the detection sensitivity of fluores-
cence from an excited acceptor molecule with re-
spect to the sensitivity, to detect an excited donor
molecule, which can be determined experimentally
according to the following equation:

α = MABDLDεDρD

MDBALAεAρA
. (6)

The MD and MA values can be determined from I1,
I2 intensities of the donor-only and acceptor-only
labeled samples, respectively, calculating the mean

values. The mean number of binding sites per cell
occupied by donor and acceptor labeled antibodies,
the dye-to-protein labeling ratio of the antibodies
and the molar absorption coefficients measured at
the exciting wavelength of the donor are denoted
by BD, BA, LD, LA , εD, εA, respectively.

For a given pair of dyes, using the same optical
system, the S factors are not subject to change due
to biological variance of the individual cells. Thus,
the factors can be determined and calculated with
great precision for a given system, similarly to the
numerical value of α [16].

2.3. Correction algorithm for
autofluorescence

Since individual cells have different autofluores-
cence intensities, subtraction of themean autofluo-
rescence intensity of unlabeled cells from the mea-
sured intensity of each cell of the labeled samples
can contort the intensity values and can distort the
results. In the conventional FCET technique three
fluorescence intensities were measured to deter-
mine the energy transfer efficiency. To improve the
applicability of this method at low signal-to-noise
ratio, a fourth fluorescence intensity has to be in-
troduced. Using the red-shifted donor—acceptor
pair Cy3 and Cy5, the autofluorescence of the cells
can be measured in a separate channel in an emis-
sion band below the fluorescence maxima of the
two dyes.

The following four intensities can be detected
from each sample: I1(λexD, λemAut), I2(λexD,
λemD), I3(λexD, λemA) and I4(λexA, λemA) where
λexD = 488 nm, λexA = 635 nm are the excitation
wavelengths of the donor and acceptor dyes,
λemD = 585 nm, λemA > 670 nm are the emis-
sion wavelengths of the donor and acceptor and
λemAut = 530 nm is the autofluorescence wave-
length of the cells on a Becton Dickinson FACSCal-
ibur flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, San Jose,
CA).

I1 = A + ID(1 − E)S5 + IAS6 + IDEα
S6
S2

,

I2 = AB2 + ID(1 − E) + IAS4 + IDEα
S4
S2

,

I3 = AB4 + ID(1 − E)S1 + IAS2 + IDEα,

I4 = AB4 + ID(1 − E)S3 + IA + IDEα
1
S2

εDλexA
εAλexD

εDλexD
εAλexA

(7)

Each of the four equations describes the compo-
sition of the four measured fluorescence intensities
in general, when each fluorescence component
has a contribution to the measured intensity in
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each channel. The background fluorescence inten-
sity measured in channel 1, the unquenched donor
fluorescence intensity in channel 2, the directly
excited acceptor fluorescence intensity in channel
4, and the energy transfer efficiency are denoted
by A, ID, IA, and E, respectively. S1—S6 and B2—B4
factors characterize the spectral overlap between
the channels. The expression εDλexA

εAλexD
/εDλexD

εAλexA
is the ratio of the molar absorption coefficients
of donor and acceptor molecules at the indicated
wavelengths. S1, S3 and S5 are determined by using
samples labeled only with donor (Cy3) according to
the following equations:

S1 = I3
I2

, S3 = I4
I2

, S5 = I1
I2

(8)

S2, S4 and S6 are determined by using samples la-
beled only with acceptor (Cy5) according to the fol-
lowing equations:

S2 = I3
I4

, S4 = I2
I4

, S6 = I1
I4

(9)

B2, B3 and B4 are determined by using unlabeled
samples according to the following equations:

B2 = I2
I1

, B3 = I3
I1

, B4 = I4
I1

(10)

The α parameter describes the relative detection
efficiency and quantum yield of the donor and ac-
ceptor dyes, which can be determined experimen-
tally the same way as before:

α = MABDLDεDρD

MDBALAεAρA
(11)

The used filter and dichroic mirror setup in our sys-
tem (FACSCalibur) results zero values for S3, S4 and
S6, in addition the ratio εDλexA

εAλexD
/εDλexD

εAλexA
is also

zero, which simplifies the four fluorescence inten-
sity equations and their solution.

C = E
1 − E

= 1
α

[
I1(B2S1 + B4S2 − B3) + I2(B3S5 − S1 − B4S2S5) + I3(1 − B2S5) + I4S2(B2S5 − 1)

I2 − I1B2

]
(12)

From the equation above the single-cell FRET effi-
ciency can be expressed as [15]:

E = C
1 + C

(13)

3. Description of the program

3.1. Structure of the program

The program was developed in Borland Delphi Stu-
dio (Borland Software Corporation, Scotts Walley,

CA, USA). We have chosen this developer package
because it supports Object Oriented Programming
and contains several precompiled components, in-
cluding TChart, and TStringGrid that are utilized
in our program [17]. On the other hand, it has an
easy-to-use developer interface, which provides
several tools (object inspector, property editor) to
aid designing the program GUI.

The program consists of three main parts. The
first is the main window (Fig. 1) for opening FCS
files to set and display the user defined plots and
gates on a tabbed page control and to calculate
some statistics automatically, including the percent
of the gated cells, the mean value and S.D. of the
displayed parameters. The results are displayed in
a string grid placed under the graph on the tabbed
pages. At the bottom of the window a status bar is
visible containing some information about the file
under study. From the main window the user can
adjust the plots and their options, save the plot set-
tings as a text file and graphs as windows metafiles.
The FRET and AFRET sheets are the second and
third parts of the program, respectively, that can
be opened from this window too. These two sheets
are implemented to aid and guide the user during
the course of the calculations. Both of them are ca-
pable of storing the parameters of the calculations
and results in binary format.

3.2. Gating

3.2.1. Creating gates
A gate is a set of rules of the measured parameters
that determines a subpopulation of the cells. The
program includes four different color gates sup-
ported by powerful graphical tools to select cell
populations. In order to make a gate on a dot-plot,
the desired color has to be selected by clicking
on the appropriate button on the toolbar. Then by

double-clicking in the plot window the first corner
(vertex) of the gate polygon is displayed. By click-
ing on the graph the next corner of the polygon can
be positioned. When the last vertex is placed, a
right-mouse-button click closes the gate. To make
a gate on a histogram one has to double-click in
the plot window after the desired color gate was
selected. This generates a colored interval mask
along the X-axis. The upper or lower limits of
the interval can be changed by single left-clicks.
The limits are moved relative to the mid-point of
the interval. A simple right-click closes the gate.
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Fig. 1 The program main window: from this part of the
software, almost every necessary function can be ac-
cessed to obtain and display the flow cytometric data
in histogram or dot-plot. From the ‘‘File’’ menu among
others the ‘‘Open data file’’ command can be called to
load FCS files. The ‘‘View’’ menu contains the ‘‘Show file
contents’’ item, which contains the TEXT information im-
plemented in the loaded file, and the ‘‘Show gains’’ item
shows the gains obtained from the data file separately.
In the ‘‘Plots’’ menu in the ‘‘Set Plots’’ dialog window
both types of graphs can be generated. The plots are
exhibited on a tab-page control. Each page has a small
ear containing the ID of the plot, including the name of
the plotted parameter(s) and the preferred gate color.
The number of the visible points on the dot-plots rela-
tive to the total number of the cells and the bin number
used for generating histograms can be changed under
the ‘‘Plots’’ menu ‘‘Options’’ item. The ‘‘Actions’’ menu
contains the ‘‘Refresh’’ item to apply the changes of the
gating and the analysis settings. This menu also contains
gate removing tools including the ‘‘Delete active gate’’
item to remove the active gate from the visible plot and
‘‘Delete all gates’’ to remove all gates from the visible
plot. The most important functions (load and save pa-
rameters, gate color, create sheet, refresh, etc.) have
shortcuts and linked buttons on the toolbar for faster and
easier access. Under the plot a string grid is displayed
containing the name of the gated subpopulations and the
statistics applied to them. The name of subpopulations
is generated automatically, which begins with the name
of the gating parameter and includes the first letter of
the color of the population and the name of gate. At the
bottom of the window a status bar can be seen contain-
ing the path of the loaded FCS file, and the cell number.

In both cases the gates become ‘‘active’’ after
refreshing.

Setting a one-parameter gate on a histogram se-
lects cells with their respective parameter value
between the lower and upper limits of the gate.
Cells in a polygon-restricted area are selected by
two-parameter gating on a dot-plot. Whereby it is
possible to define four different color gates on each
graph the following rules have to be considered:

• Intersection of selected populations is created
by gates of identical color defined on different
charts.

• Union of populations is created when using gates
of identical color on the same chart.

Applying these rules several subpopulation can be
defined even in the case of a simple gate configura-
tion. For example (as shown in Fig. 2) two charts,

Fig. 2 Gating rules: red-gated cells are displayed on
the red histogram. Applying a new green gate on the
histogram, the green-gated cells will be displayed in the
‘‘all’’ dot-plot, and the green-gated subpopulation of the
red population in the histogram, according to the gating
rules. The red-gated green population is not visible in the
dot-plot, because the multi-color gated subpopulations
cannot be visualized.
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one ‘‘all’’ (total population) dot-plot and one red
histogram are defined. On the red histogram the
red-gated cells are displayed, because the red gate
is on the dot-plot. If one creates a new green gate
on the histogram, the green-gated cells will be vis-
ible on the all dot-plot, and the green-gated sub-
population of the red population on the histogram,
but the red-gated green population is not visible on
the dot-plot. Multi-color gated subpopulations can-
not be visualized on the charts, but it is possible to
calculate statistics on them.

3.2.2. Gating algorithm
Counting gated cells on a histogram is very simple,
because those cells are selected whose property
is in the acceptance range. However, enumerat-
ing cells gated on a dot-plot is more difficult. In
this case the cells enclosed by a user defined (user
drawn) polygon have to be selected. To determine
whether a cell is inside or outside of the polygon
we have to accomplish the following examination:
let the coordinates of the point representing the
cell in the reference frame be x and y. The points
of the polygon are labeled with x[i] and y[i] and i
varies from 0 to n − 1, where n is the number of
the polygon tips. If the number of polygon sides to
the left hand from the point is odd, the point is
inside, otherwise it is outside the enclosed area.
Mathematically this means that if the following
two expressions: 0 ≤ (y − y[i])/(y[j] − y[i]) ≤ 1
and (�x/�y)ry ≥ rx are true, where j = i + 1,
ry = y − y[i], and rx = x − x[i], the studied poly-
gon side is to the left of the point, according
to the program source based on the ‘‘contains’’
method of polygon class of the Java language (J2EE,
Java.awt.polygon.contains).

We defined an integer variable called hits to
count sides that are to the left of the point. By
calculating hits for all the remaining sides, if the
value of hits variable is odd then the point is inside
the polygon.

3.3. Handling FCS files

3.3.1. Structure of the FCS files
Flow cytometric standard files can be divided into
four main parts. The files begin with FCS characters
followed by the descriptor of the file version (x.0).
The first part (HEADER) contains pointer numbers
pointing to the beginning of the second (TEXT), to
the third data flow (DATA) and to optional ANAL-
YSIS and/or to other source dependent parts. The
ASCII TEXT contains information about the struc-
ture of the file, including byte order, data type (bi-
nary, ASCII, single or double precision float), name
of the acquisition software and the total number of

measured cells. This part of the TEXT is followed by
the description of the measured parameters, which
contains the name of the parameter, the channel
number, the bit resolution, the gain and the gain
scale applied during the measurement. The content
of the TEXT is separated by delimiter characters
that depend on the software used for data acquisi-
tion. The third part of the file is the dataflow con-
taining the measured parameters on a cell-by-cell
basis. This structure of the file is well defined, but
flexible enough to store the high amount of param-
eters and data measured on different type flow cy-
tometers. For detailed information about FCS files
see [18,19].

3.3.2. The FCS file-reading procedure
This procedure is able to read unsigned binary in-
teger data from list-mode FCS1.0 and 2.0 files. The
first part of the procedure prepares the program to
process the new data file (to clear the data con-
tainer dynamic array and to free the plots that were
created during the last analysis) and to read the FCS
file. After opening the file the OpenFile procedure
calls the GetFileID function, which provides a String
variable containing the first three letters of the
opened file. If the String variable contains the ‘FCS’
word, the procedure continues with the GetFiles-
Pointers procedure to read the file pointers from the
HEADER showing the beginning of the TEXT, DATA
and optional ANALYSIS parts of the file, else the pro-
cedure jumps to the ‘‘else’’ condition and shows
an error message. Going on with the ‘‘if’’ arm, the
next part of the procedure reads the TEXT part and
writes its content to a StringGrid (inherited from
TStringGrid).

After getting the pointers pointing at the be-
ginning and the end of the TEXT part, the file
pointer is shifted to the beginning of it and the
procedure starts to read bytes from the file until
it arrives at the end of the TEXT. The characters
are added to the ‘‘s’’, temporary string variable.
If the character that was read from the file equals
the delimiter character, i.e. the first character of
the TEXT part, the ‘‘s’’ string is copied into the
next column (WriteSToCell) of the actual row of
the grid or a new row is added (NewRow) to the
grid.

Then the program collects the parameters and
their properties including the name, gain (GetPar-
NameGain), resolution (GetParResolution), data
type and byte order (GetDataTypeByteOrder) of
the parameters, respectively, from the FCS file.
Then the procedure reads the data from the DATA
part, considering the properties of the parameters.
Finally, the procedure closes the file and restores
the original screen cursor.
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Three different functions are implemented in the
program to read unsigned binary integer data from
the FCS file considering the resolution, byte order
and gain that were used during the measurement.

In the case of linear data acquisition the bytes
that are read from the file have to be swapped ac-
cording to the byte order parameter. If the experi-
ment was performed on a Macintosh system where
the byte order is ‘‘1, 2, 3, 4’’ the data can be ob-
tained by shifting bytes to the left and applying
the ‘‘bitwise or’’ operation on them, else the bytes
have to be transposed before shifting and adding.
In the case of logarithmic gain the TEXT part con-
tains entries about the range of the data acquisi-
tion, in the case of FCS2.0 file: $PnE/x, y/, where
‘‘n’’ identifies the parameter, x is the number of
decades and y (usually 0) is the offset. The follow-
ing equation shows, how the individual data can be
extracted:

result = power
(
10,

( wx
resolution

))
, (14)

where the x and resolution values are implemented
in the TEXT part and w is read from the file.

3.4. Charts

Two types of charts can be generated runtime:
one-dimensional histograms, where the cell num-
ber is plotted vs. the values of a selected param-
eter and two-dimensional charts called dot-plots,
where two parameters are plotted and each dot
represents an individual cell. The scale of the axis
(linear or logarithmic) in both chart types depends
on the acquisition settings of the data, which is
included in the FCS file. It is possible to change
the scale of the axis in the ‘‘Show gains’’ menu,
changing the content of the appropriate grid cell
to ‘‘Lin’’ or to ‘‘Log’’. Both types of charts may
have five different colors each displaying only the
subpopulation, the gate color of which is identical
to the color of the chart.

3.5. The refresh routine

The role of this routine is to calculate the
runtime-defined variables, including cell-by-cell
energy transfer values, A, ID, IA parameters, S,
B factors, etc. and to calculate statistics of the
subpopulations gated and defined by the user. The
functional principle of the procedure is explained
in Fig. 3. It starts with the initial subroutine to
clear the result container array. Depending on the
type of analysis the program calculates the new
cell-by-cell parameters using the new factors and
variables. After dynamic data calculation the pro-

cedure enters the ‘‘for loop’’ to determine the
gated subpopulations for each gate color. During
the cycle the procedure enters a second embedded
‘‘for loop’’ checking all the defined plots for any
gates with the appropriate color. Depending on the
type of the plot it determines the union of the sub-
populations for the selected gate color. Then the
procedure copies the intersection of the subpopula-
tions determined in the last ‘‘for loop’’. When this
subroutine has been applied to all gate colors, the
procedure displays the multi-color gated subpop-
ulations in all plots, and stores them in the result
array. Finally, after checking the method type, the
program calculates and displays statistics, and the
finalize subroutine deletes the arrays containing
the temporary data used during the calculation.

3.6. Storing plot and gate settings

A series of storing procedures are implemented to
save the actual plot and gate settings for later use.
A simple text file is created containing the intensity
parameters used during the calculation, the plot
types, plot ID, and the applied gates. The extension
of the file depends on the type of analysis. Since
the structures of the files are different, each file
contains a short file ID, which is the same as the
file extension, to protect the program from an un-
wanted exception.

3.7. Sheets

Two types of spreadsheets, one for the simple FCET
and one for AFCET analysis are implemented to
store and adjust the input data and results. Both
were inherited from the TF1Book class. The sheets
can be divided into three parts.

Double-clicking anywhere in the second row of
the first part, the ‘‘Parameters’’ windowwill be dis-
played. It contains combo boxes, three in the FCET
sheet and four in the AFCET sheet, to assign chan-
nels to intensities I1 to I4. The ability to determine
which detection channel corresponds to a specific
intensity is necessary to assure the applicability of
the program to FCS data files of various origins, be-
cause different flow cytometers apply different op-
tical detection settings and channel assignments.
This part also contains the Gains and changeable
factors to consider the different experimental con-
ditions (e.g. dye-to-protein labeling ratios of donor
and acceptor antibodies, ratios of absorption coef-
ficients, etc.).

The second part contains certain input factors (S,
B, α, etc.) that are calculated from the appropriate
datasets. These values can be entered manually as
well.
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Fig. 3 Refresh routine: this routine can be divided into three parts: (i) initialization and pre-calculation part: the
runtime defined and method dependent data are calculated from the loaded data, applying the user defined factors
and variables to them. (ii) Gating part: the gated subpopulations are determined according to the defined gates and
gating rules. This part starts where the procedure enters the embedded ‘‘for loops’’. (iii) Finalization and statistics
part: after the determination of the multi-color gated populations, the procedure calculates and displays the statistical
information for each population, and frees the unused resources.

The third part is where the data files can be
opened, the gate and plot settings can be man-
aged, and this part defines statistical parameters
for further analysis. In four areas on both sheets
the opened data files and the results are displayed.
The first cell of each area contains the file type
identifier word. In the case of the FCET sheet the
Background, Acceptor, Donor and Transfer files
can be opened in the respective areas, according
to the evaluation method. The AFCET sheet has
the same structure, but the first area is defined
for the Autofluorescence files. Both types have
different pop-up menus, which can be prompted
by a simple right mouse click in the appropri-
ate area. The items in the pop-up menus are the
following:

• ‘‘Open File’’, to open data file for analysis. The
name of the opened file is displayed in the first
column of the active row.

• ‘‘Define Parameters’’, to display the parameter
window where the gated populations can be de-
fined. The corresponding mean will be used for
calculation.

• ‘‘Open parameter file’’, to load parameter files
containing the plot and gate settings.

• ‘‘Save parameters’’, to store the plot and gate
settings.

Both sheets have toolbars containing a number
edit boxes for resizing the sheet and buttons linked
to the major functions, e.g. ‘‘Load project’’, ‘‘Save
project’’, ‘‘Refresh’’ and ‘‘Back to main window’’.
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4. Sample run

We have performed the following experiments
to demonstrate the differences between the
mean energy transfer efficiency values calcu-
lated with different methods implemented in our
software.

Two epitopes of ErbB2 receptors were labeled
on the N87 gastric tumor cell line with 4D5- and
2C4-Fabs. The Fab fragments of antibodies were la-
beled with Cy3 (donor) and Cy5 (acceptor) dyes.
We measured the fluorescence intensities in the ap-
propriate channels on a Becton Dickinson FACSCal-
ibur flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, San Jose,
CA).

Fig. 4. shows fluorescence intensity distributions,
measured in the donor channel, of differently la-
beled samples. The blue, green and red curves be-
long to the unlabeled (background), donor-only and
both donor and acceptor labeled samples, respec-
tively.

In the case of E(quenching) calculation, which
determines an average FRET efficiency for the
whole cell population, one has to determine the
average fluorescence intensity of the donor and
acceptor labeled sample mean(Idon,acc), measured
in the donor channel, and the average fluores-
cence intensity of the donor only labeled sample

Fig. 4 Fluorescence intensity distributions from N87
gastric tumor cells: two epitopes of ErbB2 receptors were
labeled on the N87 gastric tumor cell line with 4D5-
and 2C4-Fabs. The Fab fragments of antibodies were
conjugated with Cy3 (donor) and Cy5 (acceptor) dyes.
The blue, green and red curves represent the fluores-
cence intensity distribution of unlabeled (background),
donor-only and both donor and acceptor labeled samples,
respectively. The fluorescence intensities were measured
in the donor (Cy3) channel (FL2). The average fluores-
cence intensity of the doubly labeled sample is smaller
due to energy transfer and that of the unlabeled sample
has a significantly smaller but not zero average intensity
due to autofluorescence.

mean(Idon), measured in the same channel. The
following formula was used for the calculation of
E(quenching):

E(quenching) = 1 − mean(Idon,acc)

mean(Idon)
(15)

This calculation can be performed with any com-
mercially available program that is able to handle
the FCS files. However, in the case of cell-by-cell
based calculation of energy transfer efficiency val-
ues we get a cell-by-cell distribution of E values
rather than a single population mean, and the mean
E value can be evaluated by applying the appropri-
ate statistic.

According to our results using the E(quenching)
calculation method, the E value (0.145) is signifi-
cantly different from those of the other two calcula-
tions (mean(EFRET) = 0.282;mean(EAFRET) = 0.253).
The explanation for this difference is that the
E(quenching) value is calculated from the mean
intensities.

The differences between the E values calculated
with the FCET and AFCET methods are not so signif-
icant, but the coefficient of variance of the AFCET
histogram is smaller (see Fig. 5, blue histogram)
because of the cell-by-cell autofluorescence cor-
rection. In case the studied membrane components
have a low expression level, the fluorescence signal
can be comparable to the autofluorescence signal,
and the cell-by-cell correction for autofluorescence
can generate more realistic FRET distributions with
less variance.

Fig. 5 Energy transfer histograms: the distributions of
energy transfer efficiency values are displayed on the
graph. Values were calculated with AFCET (red curve)
and FCET (blue curve) methods on a cell-by-cell basis.
The coefficient of variance of the AFCET histogram is
smaller than the variance of the FCET histogram, because
the correction for autofluorescence was carried out on a
cell-by-cell basis in the former case.
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5. Hardware and software specifications

The minimum system requirements are the follow-
ing:

• Windows95 or newer versions of Windows oper-
ating system.

• IBM compatible PC with Pentium 166MHz.
• 64MB RAM.
• Desktop area 800 pixels × 600 pixels
• 16 bit Color Palette.
• Mouse or compatible pointing device.

We have tested the program on Windows9X, Win-
dowsNT, Windows2000 and WindowsXP operating
systems.

6. Mode of availability

We have developed a windows-based flow cytome-
try data-evaluation program for calculating energy
transfer in cell populations on a cell-by-cell basis.
Although cell surface receptor distributions have
been studied by several groups, the wide-spread
application of the FCET method has been greatly
hindered by the lack of a commercially available
data-analysis program. We would like to pro-
mote this technique in research (and clinical di-
agnostics) and offer this software as freeware. It
can be downloaded from the following website:
http://www.biophys.dote.hu/research.htm. The
install shield wizard creates a directory including
sample files, and a complete help file containing a
tutorial to aid the first time user.

About half a dozen laboratories in Europe and the
United States use our program on a regular basis.
We are in daily contact with the researchers, and
according to their reflections bugs and errors in the
software are continuously being fixed.

The current version of the program is able to han-
dle the FCS1.0 and 2.0 version files. A new version
of the FC standard (FCS3.0) has already appeared,
however it is not prevalent yet. If the new file for-
mat becomes more wide-spread it will be supported
by the later versions of the program.
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